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- Six-year secondary grammar school
- First two years → all subjects in Czech with eight hours of German per week
- Final four years → almost all subjects in German

- Goal: Preparation for the Austrian maturita
Why cooperation with NTK?

- Prescientific paper (VWA): Part of the Austrian maturita
- Pupils choose a topic and work on questions concerning this topic
- Areas of prescientific work: Do research in libraries or online in order to find good resources
Subject: Svět práce a společenské vědy (SPSV)

4 years:
• 1st year: Learn how to learn
• 4th year: Learn how to organize their work process and find out about their interests
• 5th year: Learn how to work in a scientific way
• 6th year: Presentation
Pupils Workshop at NTK

Two workshops for pupils:

- **End of 4\(^{\text{th}}\) year:**
  Introduction to the library and research

- **Beginning of the 5\(^{\text{th}}\) year:**
  Research on their own topics using digital databases and citation
What the school gains through NTK

- Pupils have access to the database of NTK
- Pupils know how to use this database efficiently
- Pupils know how to organize their literature with the help of Zotero
- Pupils can use the services of the NTK (interlibrary loan, workspace, help)
- Pupils can meet students at university
What the school gains through NTK
Teacher Workshop at NTK
Which library services do students use the most?

- Databases for finding resources
- Interlibrary loan for e.g. German or English books
- Workspace for studying